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Introduction.
In the literature there occur four concepts for a commutative ring which this note will show are equivalent. They are (1) [4, 5] flat surjection, i.e., the ring homomorphism <f>: A -t A/1 where A/1 is flat as an A-module, (2) [4] a closed subset Y Ç X = Spec A such that the sheaf induced on Y from the canonical sheaf A on X yields an affine scheme, (3) [2] a torsion class T that is of type I BSP (the Bounded Splitting Property), and (4) [3] an exact torsion functor T on the category of A-modules. (We shall use T for the torsion class, the torsion radical, and the corresponding subfunctor of the identity functor.) We show they are spectral properties by relating them to the closed subsets Y of Spec A that are stable under generalization (generically closed).
The correspondences.
First we recall some torsion theory terminology [5] . Let T be a torsion class, an isomorphism class of A-modules closed under submodules, direct sums, extensions, and homomorphic images. The torsion radical T is defined by the torsion submodule T(M) of an A-module M, the largest submodule of M in the class T. This also defines a subfunctor T of the identity which is left exact. The torsion class (radical, functor) T is called half-centered [1] when it is uniquely determined by a set G of prime ideals, closed under generalization, by T = TG = {MG A-mod | Vp G G, Mp = 0}. The filter F{T) = {I C A \ A/I G T} determines the class; thus a half-centered theory T is also determined by the set F(T) PI X = X\G, the set of torsion primes. A filter is the filter of a half-centered theory if it contains a cofinal subset of finitely generated ideals [ We now examine when a torsion functor T is (right) exact. ACKNOWLEDGMENT. The author thanks the University of Sheffield for the use of their facilities in the preparation of this paper while he was a visitor.
